How should GMPs be
equalised: new guidance
for pension trustees
16 October 2019

Agenda
• Interaction with GMP reconciliation/rectification (Faye Jarvis)
• Overview of the GMP Methods Guidance Note (Duncan Buchanan)
• Pension tax issues still to be resolved (Edward Brown)
• Answering the unanswered questions (Duncan Buchanan)
• Q&A discussion

GMP reconciliation
and rectification:
to act (now)
or not to act?
Faye Jarvis
16 October 2019

GMP reconciliation and rectification
• Timing of exercise if not already rectified
• Considerations in relation to:
– Underpayments
– Recovery of overpayments
– Offsetting overpayments against underpayments
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GMP reconciliation – timing of rectification
• Number of schemes still need to rectify for GMP reconciliation
• From costs and communication perspective may be advantageous to do
GMP rectification for reconciliation and equalisation as one exercise
• BUT what if GMP reconciliation shows member been significantly
underpaid and GMP equalisation will take another two years?
• Trustees need to give proper consideration to whether it is appropriate to
delay rectification for GMP reconciliation
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GMP rectification – underpayments
• Factors trustees should take into account when considering timing of
rectification exercise include:
– Likely completion date for GMP equalisation project
– Amounts owed to members
– Age of affected members
– Population of members may be different
– Strategy for communicating with members
– Implementation costs

• Rectify different categories of member at different times?
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GMP rectification – recovery of overpayments
• Default position: benefits incorrectly paid can (and should) be reclaimed
• Member may accept – eg offsetting/no future increases etc can be used to
recoup whole benefit
• If member contests, they can argue any/all of:
– Estoppel (principally representation)
– Change of position defence
– Limitation

• Finance Act / unauthorised payment issues around benefits in error?!
• This section focuses on limitation only
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GMP rectification – recovery of overpayments (2)
• Limitation on grounds of mistake on scheme's part (only!)
• Start-date, end-date, limitation period
• Start date – when trustees "discovered…the mistake…or could with
reasonable diligence have discovered it"
• End date – when the limitation issue stops:
– Courts: claim form issued
– Ombudsman: date Trustee responds to complaint received by Ombudsman

• Limitation period – 6 years
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Recovery of overpayments – example
•

Scheme overpays Ms X £30,000

•

Overpayment started on her retirement in 2000

•

Trustee only noticed in March 2012 and corrected for future

•

Trustee should have noticed in 2006

•

Mrs X complained to the Ombudsman in March 2016

•

Trustee issued response in September 2016

•

Start date: 2006

•

End date: September 2016

•

Limitation period: 6 years

•

Start & End date over 6 years of each other. Limitation applies. Scheme can look-back 6 years from
September 2016. But overpayment stopped by March 2012. So can only recover overpayments between
September 2010 and March 2012 – rest are time barred
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Offsetting
• Some members may have been overpaid for GMP reconciliation and
underpaid for GMP equalisation
• Principal employer may expect trustees to offset the underpayment
against the overpayment
• Issues to consider:
– When to reduce pension going forwards – unauthorised payment issues?
– Strategy for communicating to members
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Overview of the GMP Methods Guidance Note
• Industry group set up at request of the Pensions Regulator
• Methods sub-group consisting of actuaries, administrators, pension
managers and lawyers
• Practical and pragmatic "good practice" guidance for schemes
• Deals with:
– Correcting the past
– Equalising going forwards
– Common unanswered questions
– Worked examples
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A quick recap on Methods B and C – year by year
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A quick recap – Method D – once and done approach
• Only available to equalise going forwards
• Uses existing GMP conversion legislation (some defects)
• Converts GMP into a non-GMP benefit
• As part of conversion ensure equality of value with opposite sex
comparator
• After conversion/equalisation no need to monitor into the future
• DWP Guidance issued in April
• Would be good if schemes could convert at time each member takes
benefit but legislation points to bulk/batch conversion
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Take-aways from the Worked Examples
• Member – Mark (born 1944)
• Pensionable service 1 January 1978 to 1 January 2000
• Pension at date of leaving £17,500 (£3,792 = GMP)
• Pensions increase at 5%RPI although statutory increases on GMPs
• Scheme has no limitation rule
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Example 1 – retirement from deferment (unreduced) 2006
Mark

Comparator

Difference

Pension at 2006

£21,398

£21,610

£212

Pension at GMP age (65)

£23,234

£23,479

£245

Pension at April 2020

£29,521

£29,802

£281

For the past Mark is due £3,396 – plus interest
What to do for the future?
Method B/C

Post
equalisation

GMP £30,542

Method D Conversion
(no pre 97 increases)

Method D Conversion
(minimal interference)

£37,510

£30,542
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Example 2 – Mark retires in 2000 from active service
• No inequality until May 2005 (age 60)
• Age 60 advantaged

£3.50

• Age 61 disadvantaged

£1.83

• Age 62 advantaged

£20.35

• Age 63 advantaged

£42.20

• Age 64 disadvantaged

£14.82

• Age 65 advantaged

£105.57

• Post 65 advantaged up to 2020 (and expected to remain so)

Method B – £16.65 compensation (plus interest)
Method C – no compensation for past under payments
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Annual Allowance
• “Benefit accrual” and pension input amount – test closing value against
opening value
• Issues:
– Will the uplift count as “accrual” – either pre-A Day, or in tax-year equalisation
implemented?
– Deferred member carve-out: (i) uplift will be over permitted increase; but (ii) argument it
is to comply with statutory equalisation obligation
– If it counts as pre A-day accrual, do all PIAs since 2006 need to be re-calculated?
– GMP conversion – does that alter the answers (including if conversion deals only with
equalisation or reshapes benefits)?
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Lifetime Allowance
• For active/deferred members, uplifts would be counted (absent
exemption) in LTA test when benefits crystallise
• For pensioners:
– Back-payments and adjusted payments going forwards
– Is it BCE2 (pension coming into payment) or BCE3 (increase of pension in payment)?
BCE3 increase limit is higher of 5% and RPI per annum

• LTA statements issued since April 2006 – do these need to be recalculated (de minimis?)
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LTA Protections
• Some protections prohibit further “benefit accrual” or protection lost
• Will “basic” uplift/adjustments lose protection?
• Different answer for conversion & re-shaping?
• Do the personal LTAs for members with individual protection need to be
revisited?
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Commutations
• SIHLS: supposed to “extinguish” all rights for the member. Post-SIHLS
top-up? Pay as separate arrangement or “benefit error”?
• WULS: same issue but supposed to extinguish members benefits under
the scheme (not just arrangement)
• Trivial: Same issue. But what if additional top-up means benefit
wouldn’t have fallen under £10K limit?
• PCLS: If additional uplift is paid, can 25% of that be paid tax-free if over
12 months after pension came into payment (or just don’t bother!)
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Transfers & death
• If transfer paid, can any “top-up” transfer be commuted. If not, what
happens if receiving scheme won’t accept the payment?
• If member has died more than 2 years ago, payment of any top-up would
be unauthorised. Will HMRC solve that – or a reason not to do anything
about such persons?
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Answering the Unanswered Questions
• Lloyds Bank case only goes so far
• Third instalment of Lloyds in Q2 2020 – confined to transfers out
• Numerous technical issues to be addressed when equalising
• Guidance seeks to put forward pragmatic/practical answers
• Recommends good practice – not a substitute for professional advice
• Pension Ombudsman has confirmed he will have regard to the guidance
in dealing with member complaints
• Guidance does not deal with the tax implications
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De minimis and no further liability
• What's the difference between de minimis and no further liability?
• Recommended approach for de minimis
• Recommended approach for no further liability cases
• Forfeiture rules and no further liability
• Transfers out separate category
• Covering no further liability cases on scheme wind up
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Transfers in
• In the Lloyds case – all sides accept need for receiving scheme to
equalise transferred in benefit (Coloroll)
• What is not clear is how to equalise the transferred in benefit
• European Court in Coloroll said adjust benefit to correct inequality in
transfer value received
• Guidance deals separately with individual and bulk transfers
• For individual cases, receiving scheme can only adjust benefit if it is
aware that the transfer value was lower than for a comparator
• This information will not be available to the receiving scheme
• Suggest onus on member to obtain information from transferring scheme
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Lack of opportunity cases
• What is a lack of opportunity case?
• Recommendation for past cases – no action
• Recommendation for future cases:
– Not applicable if Method D conversion used
– If provide more favourable treatment then is a risk of double discrimination
– Can only "level down" if there is discretion in the scheme rules

• Perhaps a reason to convert/equalise using Method D
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Survivors' pensions
• Three aspects to consider:
– Was the member underpaid prior to death – if so, past underpayments need to be paid
– Would the survivor's pension have been higher at start had the scheme equalised – if so
past underpayments to survivor
– Is there inequality in the survivor's pension itself that needs to be corrected going
forward

• For schemes doing GMP conversion – need to ensure spouse's pension
post conversion complies with legislation
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Anti-franking
• Statutory test when member reaches GMP age (65m 60f)
• Not applicable where scheme has converted GMPs (Method D)
• How to deal with opposite sex anti-franking test in year on year (past and
future)
• Recommendation:
– Perform statutory test on full benefit when member reaches their own sex GMP age
– At opposite sex GMP age test whether the 1990 to 1997 own sex benefit ≥ 1990 to 1997
benefit of opposite sex comparator
– Construct 1990 to 1997 benefit on a pro rata basis (but might use HMRC GMP figures)
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Defined contribution with GMP underpins
• Not addressed in Lloyds Bank scheme
• Females will have higher GMPs and therefore higher underpins
• Members may not welcome higher underpin as restricts options
• Need to correct past underpayments – but may have been annuitised
• Likely best solution going forward is to do GMP conversion
• Conversion must provide a defined benefit underpin but possible for
member to select "freedom and choice" if they wish
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Divorce cases
• We thought this would be easy!
• Do schemes revisit past payments following pension sharing:
– What did Court order say?
– Might a higher value have affected the distribution of other matrimonial assets?
– Practicalities

• A member's benefits post pension sharing contain a pro-rata GMP
• How to reflect the member's reduced GMP as part of equalisation
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The future
• Awaiting guidance from HMRC
• Further guidance from the GMP Equalisation Working Group on:
– GMP rectification
– Data issues
– Tax issues
– Impacted transactions

• Lloyds Bank case in April/May 2020 (transfers out)
• Unlikely to be changes to GMP Equalisation legislation
• Further versions of the Method Guidance in due course….
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